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(a) (w / want-01
:ARG0 (g / girl

:mod (s / small))
:ARG1 (d / dance-01

:ARG0 g))

(b) (q / querer-01
:ARG0 (n / niña

:mod (p / pequeña))
:ARG1 (b / bailar-01

:ARG0 n))

Figure 1: English (a) and Spanish (b) AMRs for the sentence “the little girl wants to dance” la
niña pequeña quiere bailar in PENMAN (text-based) notation (Wein et al. 2022a).

review). For example, Figure 1 shows Abstract Meaning Representations for parallel sentences in
English and Spanish. Despite established literature on semantic differences in parallel sentences
(which can arise due to different language structure, syntactic differences in the language, or
translation choices; Dorr 1990, 1994), attempts to account for the effect of the sentence’s source
language on AMR structure have been limited.

Previous work has characterized differences in AMR graphs (“AMRs”) across languages
(Urešová, Hajič, and Bojar 2014; Xue et al. 2014). In this article, we advance investigations
into AMR as an interlingua by thoroughly assessing whether AMR can comprehensively reflect
the meaning of languages other than English, and how this compares to more surface-level,
non-hierarchical representations of sentence meaning.

To assess AMR as tool for capturing meaning cross-lingually, we first set out to quantify
the amount of difference between AMRs of parallel sentences/cross-lingual AMR pairs (§3),
by assessing the effect of source language (the language of the sentence parsed into an AMR)
on AMR structure, and the degree of language effect by individual language. §3 investigates
RQ1: how can we measure the amount of difference between parallel AMRs, and using
this measurement, what is the extent of the difference in parallel AMRs? To measure this
difference, we develop a novel technique which transfers the non-English tokens into English,
leaving only underlying AMR graph structure to compare. Next, we determine the similarity
between the underlying graph structures using Smatch, and uncover the critical finding that the
language itself does have a sizable effect on AMR structure.

We then perform a finer-grained analysis (§4), introducing a novel annotation schema
(taxonomy) of the types and causes of these language-based divergences. Applying this schema
to a small set of divergent Spanish-English AMR pairs, we show that differences in parallel
AMRs stem from three reasons: (1) translation choice, (2) annotation choice, and, importantly,
(3) inherent differences between the languages. §4 answers RQ2: why do AMRs for parallel
sentences differ?

Finally, in §5, we compare how AMR captures meaning of a sentence against string-level
semantics (looking solely at the string/tokens), for cross-lingual sentences. Building on our
findings from §3 and §4, which showed that AMRs capture differences encoded by source
language, in §5 we explore RQ3: how are language-based divergences captured at the AMR-
level versus at the string-level? We find that AMRs capture a finer-grained level of cross-lingual
divergence than is able to be observed at the string-level.

This article incorporates content from prior publications: Wein et al. (2022b) in §3.1, a
substantially expanded version of Wein and Schneider (2021) in §4.1, Wein and Schneider (2022)
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Wein and Schneider Abstract Meaning Representation for Cross-lingual Meaning

He later scouted in Europe for the Montreal Canadiens.

(s / scout-02
:ARG0 (h / he)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (a / after))

Il a plus tard été dépisteur du Canadiens de Montréal en Europe. (He later scouted for the Montreal Canadiens
in Europe.)

(d / dépister-02
:ARG0 (i / il)
:ARG1 (c / continent

:wiki "Europe"
:name "Europe")

:ARG2 (c2 / canadiens
:mod "Montreal")

:time (p / plus-tard))

Figure 15: A pair of sentences and their human annotated AMRs, for which the sentences receive
a “no meaning divergence” judgment in the REFreSD dataset, and are also equivalent per AMR
divergence.

speech choices do not affect equivalence), but instead explicitly codes relationships between
concepts via semantic roles. Furthermore, AMRs use special frames for certain relations, such
as have-rel-role-91 and include-91, which can be useful in enforcing parallelism when the
meaning is the same but the specific token is not the same. For example, if the English and French
both have a concession, but the English marks it with “although” and the French marks it with
“mais” (but), the special frame role will indicate this concession in the same way, preserving
parallelism.

Granularity of the REFreSD Dataset. Another example, using sentences from the REFreSD
dataset, is shown in Figure 17. These sentences are marked as having no meaning divergence in
the REFreSD dataset but do have diverging AMR pairs. The difference highlighted by the AMR
pairs is the :time role of reach/atteindre. The English sentence says that no. 1 is reached “within
a few weeks” of the release, while the French sentence says that no. 1 is reached the first week of
the release (la première semaine). In examples like this one it is made evident that string-level
divergence (as appears in REFreSD) do not capture all meaning differences.

We explore the ability to discover semantic divergences in sentences either with gold parallel
AMR annotations or with automatically parsed AMRs using a multilingual AMR parser, in order
to enable the use of this approach on large corpora (considering that AMR annotation requires
training).

We propose that an approach to detecting divergences using AMR will be a stricter, finer-
grained measurement of semantic divergence than perceived string-level judgments. The use of a
finer-grained metric would enable more effective filtering of parallel corpora to sentences which
have minimal semantic divergence.
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Figure 1: English (a) and Spanish (b) AMRs for the sentence “the little girl wants to dance”
la niña pequeña quiere bailar in PENMAN (text-based) notation (Wein et al. 2022a), as well
as the English (c) and Spanish (d) graph-based AMR illustrations.

to annotate text in many other languages (see §2 for a review). For example, Figure 1
shows Abstract Meaning Representations for parallel sentences in English and Spanish.
Despite established literature on semantic differences in parallel sentences (which can
arise due to syntactic differences in the languages or translation choices; Dorr 1990, 1994),
attempts to account for the effect of the sentence’s source language on AMR structure
have been limited.

Previous work has characterized differences in AMR graphs (“AMRs”) across
languages (Urešová, Hajič, and Bojar 2014; Xue et al. 2014). In this article, we advance
investigations into AMR as an interlingua by thoroughly assessing whether AMR can
comprehensively reflect the meaning of languages other than English, and how this
compares to more surface-level, non-hierarchical representations of sentence meaning.

To assess AMR as tool for capturing meaning cross-lingually, we first set out to
quantify the amount of difference between AMRs of parallel sentences/cross-lingual
AMR pairs (§3), by assessing the effect of source language (the language of the sentence
parsed into an AMR) on AMR structure, and the degree of language effect by individual
language. §3 investigates RQ1: how can we measure the amount of difference between

parallel AMRs, and using this measurement, what is the extent of the difference in

parallel AMRs? To measure this difference, we propose transferring the non-English
tokens into English, leaving only underlying AMR graph structure to compare. Next, we
determine the similarity between the underlying graph structures using Smatch, and
uncover the critical finding that the language itself does have a sizable effect on AMR
structure.

We then perform a finer-grained analysis (§4), introducing a novel taxonomy for
annotating the types and causes of these language-based divergences. Applying this
schema to a small set of divergent Spanish-English AMR pairs, we show that differences
in parallel AMRs arise for three reasons: (1) translation choice, (2) annotation choice, and,
importantly, (3) inherent differences between the languages. §4 answers RQ2: why do

AMRs for parallel sentences differ?

Finally, in §5, we compare how AMR captures meaning of a sentence against string-
level semantics (looking solely at the string/tokens, as judged by a human or machine,
without using a symbolic meaning representation as an intermediary), for cross-lingual
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